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Thanks to the papers you just read, we hope your view of the current possibilities offered by dental 
CADCAM are more accurate and well documented. Certainly we regret not being able to present all 
systems (beyond thirties today!) but if these descriptions were quite encouraging, we have achieved our 
goal and I thank you for taking the time to read these articles of very high quality. 

Dr François DURET 
Ph.D. Medicine / 
BH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In general, a question comes, immediately on the lips: "... 
and tomorrow, how imagine our professional activity with 
this technology ...». 
 
 
Describing the future is obviously revealing secrets but it 
is also taking the risk of being wrong. Whatever, this risk 
I'll take the umpteenth time for you because it is not that 
my role? However, believe me, very often I think it's an 
exercise I would well pass up. 
 
Let me begin, and this is not common practice, by asking 
you to refer to the wonderful Reality Clinic issue of 
December, 2009. The state of the art is particularly well 
summarized and I do not think it is helpful to me to 
revisit the description, which we had made in a special 
Dental Information issue - in French - on September 5, 
2007 (# 29). 
 
Today, we have 3 possibilities in our practices: 
 
 Having a complete system to carry out small 

restorations (inlays, onlays, veneers, copings and 
other small bridges) that do not require too much 
aesthetics. 

 Having a scanner, only optical today, forcing in 
general (there are scanners that read impressions) 
to pour our impressions but for quickly transmit 
information to a laboratory. This is probably not the 
best application but all practices with a small 
prosthetic laboratory can opt for this arrangement, 
which prevents them to invest in a complete 
system. 

 Having nothing at all, but to contact a laboratory 
with a CAD / CAM system. In this case our 
prostheses can benefit from new materials 
previously impossible to treat with traditional 
methods (such as zirconia) without resorting to the 
slightest investment. 
 

Tomorrow, in my opinion, things may be very different. 
 
a. Regarding equipment 
First, there will be an important development of intra-oral 
cameras. These cameras will be present on ICS dental 
chairs as are nowadays light curing lamps or ultrasonic 
hand pieces. 
 
 Will also appear micro machine tools, somewhat 

similar to the machine tool of Cerec 3 MC XL or 
Tizian Schutz or Finocam Fino, which will allow to 
realize simple restorations. The difference will 
undoubtedly lie in the fact that these machines will 

be remotely controllable from the prosthesis 
laboratory and this tele-function, which may seem 
innocuous, will have great consequences on our 
daily practice. 

 A 3D visualization system, kind of very easy to use 
relief projection, will be present near the chair. It 
will probably be composed of these new screens to 
see the image of our preparations "outside the 
screen" with the ability to rotate, enlarge, dialogue 
with the prosthetist who will have the same image, 
etc. 

 
b. Regarding the software 
It probably makes sense to think about the image 
processing system: the existence of a hardware tool very 
powerful (3D reading, 3D display) in the dental office will 
allow for rapid treatment and clinical real-time decision. 
Especially the information provided by the reading of the 
preparation or the follow-up of our implant acts will 
exceed the simple visualization. Together with an expert 
system recognizing test our common errors, it will 
become a real tool to support diagnosis and treatment. 
The connection with radiological images will be of 
particular interest in the preparations and models of 
implants. 
The software will be automatic, close to what it is today, 
and the communication tools using the image will be in a 
dedicated 3D space. Occlusions, static and dynamic, will 
have a very important place, far exceeding the mouth 
area, as had suggested JP Toubol or L Nahmani. 
These tools will be profitable, insofar as they will be 
productive by nature (realization of prosthetic elements), 
but logic will push manufacturers to optimize the 
equipment and dedicate them to other tasks. 
 
c. About life in the dental practice  
We should have a fusion of radio software, management 
and other computerized treatments present on a single 
unit, the concept of man / machine dialogue will take an 
even unsuspected value today, for us who are too 
accustomed to change our devices according to the act in 
progress. 
 
The use must be unified on the same tool with a high-
quality dialogue, very simple to use. 
I'll give you an example that was dear to me in the early 
1970s and as I stated thus: 
"The fact of having on a memory device (a card or a USB 
key today) a 3D impression of his mouth, prosthesis files 
made, X-rays ... and appointments, the patient wearing All 
of this information will be able, at the arrival of his 
appointment, to announce his presence, initialize his file 
by simply reading his card and inform the practitioner ".,  
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This action will be possible everywhere in a world equipped with 
these systems. The card will follow the patient's life and the 
succession of his treatments. 
 
 
d. About our relationship with our laboratory 
Clinical prosthetic act is the role of the dentist. Manufacturing the 
prosthesis is that of the prosthetist. Everyone today has a well-
defined role ...after much dithering. 
Logically, the dentist will measure (e.g.: impression) in the mouth of 
his patient and validate, after checking the quality of the preparation 
on his 3D screen, and, send the information to the laboratory. 
The latter will offer a specific service related to the type of prosthesis 
and its relationship with the practitioner (more or less fast depending 
on the case ... and contracts). The prosthetist, remotely, will direct 
the micro numerically controlled machine located in the dental 
office, and carry out "control caps" that the dentist will place on his 
preparations to check the quality. If the control caps are satisfactory, 
the prosthetist will keep the measurement information (impression) 
and will manufacture the final prostheses in his laboratory. He will 
remotely control the machine-tool cabinet a second time to realize 
the temporary ones that he took care to design using very fast 
software but less accurate (especially in terms of editable elements 
in the mouth by the dentist, such as occlusion).The latter data (such 
as the view of occlusal surfaces after correction or after a few days 
of wearing) will be sent to the laboratory as further information. The 
patient will leave the office with his temporaries and with the 
satisfaction of knowing that his impressions have been verified 
before the realization of the final prosthesis. 
 
 
e. Some thoughts around these futuristic views 
We see that closeness to the laboratory is an element that seems 
fundamental to me in the future. The service of aesthetics and 
availability will become the basic element of this relationship 
between the two professions. Everyone has to understand and find 
his interest. 
Similarly, the investment will be common, the prosthetic equipment 
of CFAO, integrated in both the laboratory and the cabinet, will lead 
to the establishment of rules that the lawyer will have to analyze and 
propose. This is especially true as the office equipment will share the 
CAD / CAM function with other clinic-specific activities. 
It is not my role to study them but they become necessary. 
It is also this duality of investment that will limit the relocations today 
noisy. 
 
The evolution of this equipment is progressing very quickly. 
I am extremely worried about the responsiveness of our university 
structures to adapt to these new concepts. 
While this view is changing thanks to our current teachers, they have 
a lot of work to do. 
Let's trust them! 
 
f. And let's see further more  
Micro machines will increase their functions and the materials will 
evolve enormously. The fact of integrating new materials will make 
the difference for machines located in dental practices (and 
laboratories).The disappearance of homogeneous materials, scourge 
of the dentistry of the twentieth century (including zirconia), will lead 
to heterogeneous materials whose structure will be identical in every 
way to the tooth. These machines will manufacture prostheses by 
oriented structure deposition taking into account the orientation of 
the collagen fibers of the patient's tooth, respecting the biological 
and occlusal rules. 

The so-called "secondary" impression of my thesis of 1973 
(www.francois-duret.com) will finally see the day, but I doubt still be 
there to see it (alas!). 
 
Rapid prototyping will become final prototyping: gentlemen 
researchers, at work! 
 
Aesthetics will be part of this major step and the help of spectro-
colorimetry, associated with the construction of the prosthesis will 
remove the prohibitive deposits we know today. 
 
And all of this is only a small part of my views of the future of our 
wonderful profession!  
 
But there comes a time to stop.... some day. 
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